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The Trustees of the Rollo Davidson Trust announce that they have awarded a 
Rollo Davidson Prize of $100 to Dr. Olav Kallenberg of Giiteborg for his solution 
to the problem of Rollo Davidson concerning the existence or otherwise of 
stationary line processes of finite intensity which are: not Cox processes and which 
do not contain pairs oi parallel lines. 
This is the second award by the Trust. The f’,rst award (for 1976) was of a RoPlo 
Davidson Travel Bursary to Dr. B.D. Ripley and was made in respect of his 
fundamental contributions to the foundations of stochastic geometry. 
The income 0 the Trust is not large, and the Trustees have agreed for the time 
being to pursue :t flexib;,: policy of awarding travel grants or prizes for notable 
pieces of work relating in some clearly recognizable way to Davidson’s own 
researches. Applications for such prizes and grants cannot be entertained, but 
senior workers art3 invited to draw the attention of the Trustees to any appropriate 
and deserving cases. They will, of course, be very happy to accept additional 
financial support l’or the work of the Trust. The Secretary of the Trust is the Bursar 
of Churchill Collt:ge, Cambridge. 
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